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Abstract 
The classically encountered problem of acceleration runaway of radiation recoiled 
charge-particle is addressed by considering its dynamic course that evolves with minimum 
radiation loss. The radiation loss criterion is met by a subset of stationary action paths that have 
minimum displacements in between arbitrarily selected boundaries of the action variation 
analysis. The minimally displacing paths are generally shown to evolve interdependently 
because of their nonlocal connectivities mediating virtual exchange of quantized energy-
momentum in the delocalized course, where the observables could be ascertained by canonical 
averaging. Unitarily evolving functions canonically rule the exchange process maintaining 
integral conservation of the dynamic properties at an instant. The analysis generally proves that 
the dynamic course is governed by both local and nonlocal properties, the nonlocal one 
incessantly defending the field-particle coherence against perturbation from external field. The 
defense however works within a critical limit of increasing perturbation beyond which it fails to 
result in decoherence with stress relaxation. The system then attempts changing over to a more 
stable coherently evolving state by emitting characteristic radiation. If such a stable state does 
not exist, the system passes through nonstationary states with emission of Larmor radiation, the 
recoil of which is shown to be made of the well known jerk force and additionally the defending 
nonlocal force that restrains acceleration runaway and loss of causality.  
Key words:  Nonlocality, Quantized action, Coherence and decoherence, Hawking radiation, 
Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac equation, acceleration runaway. 
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1. Introduction 
Radiation emission from an accelerated charge and its recoil effect in the motion has 
drawn attentions of many investigators [1-8] while addressing to the notorious acceleration 
runaway problem encountered in the dynamical analysis.  The radiation recoil classically 
derived from the detailed analysis of self field of the charge is of the form, 2 3(2 /3 )vq c , v  being 
the jerk experienced by the particle. The derived dynamics, 2 30 externalv = F (2 / 3 )vm q c , 
expresses the growth of inertial momentum ( 0vm ) in external electromagnetic field ( external F ) in 
the presence of radiation recoil. externalF  [   ( / )(v )]qE q c H   , E  and H  being the electric 
and magnetic field components of the external field. q  and 0m  are charge and mass of the 
particle, and c  is signal speed. The recoil effect as could be noted in the equation continues to 
influence upon the inertial momentum even after the external field is withdrawn abruptly. Under 
abrupt withdrawal of the external force, the dynamics predicts that the (post) acceleration grows 
exponentially with the time constant of 
2 3
0(2q /3m c )
24~10 s .  The exponential growth of 
acceleration in the field free domain hints at some shortcomings in the consideration used in 
deriving the recoil. Introspection into the classical formulation indeed reveals the shortcoming, 
which is described below.                            
The conventional formalism considers the radiation recoil only from the viewpoint of 
energy-momentum conservation but it does not consider the need of having the measure of 
optimized loss of the self-field from the accelerated charge while completing the dynamic 
passage considered in the variation analysis for stationary action. The formalism thus suffers 
from the arbitrary use of the external field energy in making up for the self field loss as radiation. 
The self field loss remaining present the description confronts with the runaway acceleration 
problem indicated above. 
For a given acceleration of the charged particle the radiation emission occurring at the 
rate of 
2 2/ (2 / 3)dR d R q v    , ( 2 2 4(v ) /properv v v c

   , 
2 2/ /v d x d dv d      being 
4-acceleration), the self field loss, 
2
1
Rd


 , is governed by the path displacement of the particle 
in the dynamic passage. The 4-coordinates of the paths are generally represented by x

and 
the path displacement is referred by the running parameter, .  The radiation loss will be 
minimum when the variation analysis considers dynamic paths that have minimum displacement 
in between the arbitrarily selected pair of space-like variation boundaries that are separated by 
the time like interval. Thus, among the set of stationary action paths, the relevant subset of 
paths  ( )px   is defined by the criterion, 
2
1
0p pdx dx g

 


   (metric g has signature 1,-1,-1,-
1). The subscript p  is used to specify a selected path in the family. This criterion is to be 
considered while deriving the dynamics using the stationary action principle.  
Action function on a path segment is generally expressed by using the Lagrangian pL  as 
2
1
1 2( , ) ( , )p p p pS L x v d

 

    , where, the paths are referred by their 4-positions ( px

) and 4-
velocities ( /p pv dx d
   ) of the charged particle. Irrespective of the paths, p , the displacements 
are referred by the parameter ( ) using an arbitrarily chosen clock time. The stationary action 
paths are generally described by 
2
1
( , ) 0p p pL x v d

 

   , where the Lagrangian variation is 
expressed as pL  = ,[( / / )p p p pL x d d x
 
      ,( ) / ]p pd x d

   , , ( / )p p pL v

      being 
the canonical 4-momentum. The stationary action is thus written as 
                   
2
1
, ,[( / / ) ( ) / ] 0p p p p p pL x d d x d x d d

  
 
                        (1). 
For dynamics like that of a moving charged particle, radiation loss and recoil thereof modifies 
the rate of change of the canonical momentum. Thus, in electrodynamics where pL  is 
expressed as 
 
1/2
0 ,[ ( ) ( / ) ]p p pm c v v q c A v
 
   , ( [ , A]A    being 4-potential of the external 
field), the canonical 4-momentum will change at the modified rate of 
, ,[( / ) ]
recoil
p pd d f    , 
where 
,
recoil
pf  is recoil 4-force; , p 0 , /pm cv qA c   .  The stated change will be minimized as 
the dynamics is executed using minimally displacing paths  ( )px   that lead to lowest radiation 
loss/gain.  The path characteristics are discussed below.  
2.  Characteristics derivable from minimally displacing paths  ( )px    
For two infinitesimally differed paths in the family  ( )px  , say, ( )px
   and ( )px
   with 
( ) ( ) ( )p p px x x
        , the above stated null variation of displacement in between the two 
referred boundaries of the analysis can be rewritten as  
2
1
1/2[ ( )]( ) 0p p p pdx g d x dx dx g

   
 

   . 
Denoting the elemental displacement as d  one rewrites the null variation as 
2
1
( / ) ( ) 0p pg dx d d x

 


     , where ,( / )p pg dx d v

    is the 4-velocity in covariant 
representation. This expression suggests that irrespective of the preselected boundaries of the 
variation analysis, the minimally displacing paths  ( )px   are having the general evolution 
characteristics as  
2
1
, ( ) 0p pv d x




  . By the change of the integration variable the 
characteristics takes the following form: 
                                 
2
2
1
1
, ,( ) ( )p p p pv x v x d

 
 


     = 0                                                     (2). 
In the integrated term of Eq.(2), the scalar limits, 
1
,( )p pv x

 
  and 
2
,( )p pv x

 
 , can be evaluated 
in the instant commoving proper frames as the variations in the respective local times as 
1
0
px 
  
and 
2
0
px 
 .  Considering that the two paths start from the common space like surface at 1  with 
the synchronized local time  (that is, 
1
0 0px 
  ), the integrated term is essentially decided by 
the displacement difference,
2
0
px 
 , at the end of their passages. The minimally displacing paths 
 ( )px   having identical displacement the two paths remain synchronized in local time at 2  as 
well, that is, 
2
0 0px 
  . Thus the integrated term in (2) exactly vanishes and the displacement 
criterion of the minimally displaced paths is rewritten as 
                                         
2
1
,( ) 0p pv x d




                                                       (2a).  
Noting that the variation boundary limits are arbitrarily selected in the analysis, Eq.(2a) suggests 
that for motion with variable acceleration, the infinitesimally differed paths of minimum 
displacement are characteristically correlated by the 4-orthogonal connections, ,( ) 0p pv i

  , 
where  pi  is the set of unit 4-vectors corresponding to the infinitesimal variations  px . With 
respect to the arbitrarily chosen path, p  the set of parameters  pi

 represent relative 
orientations of all the infinitesimally differed paths of the family  ( )px   with respect to p  at an 
instant,  . The stated 4-orthogonal connection for the two arbitrarily chosen paths is equally 
applicable to any other pairs of paths in the family. 
pi
 ’s are independent of path displacement (
/ 0pdi d
   ) and are space like as , 1p pi i

   . The set of interconnections of the instant local 
properties with the nonlocal features  pi  poses to be the necessary requirement in attaining 
minimum displacement so as to accomplish minimum radiation loss in the dynamic passage. 
Using the path independent feature of 
pi
  the 4-orthogonal connections can be extended to the 
displacement derivatives of 4-acceleration as well. Denoting dynamic properties like 4- 
acceleration, and 4-jerk of the family as  pv v  ,  pv v   respectively the 4-orthogonal 
connections with the set of unit 4-vectors,  pi i   are respectively written as     
                                                            0v i   and   0v i

                                                 (3). 
If the interconnectivities (3) are to be reckoned with radiative motion, the dynamic description 
should involve all the infinitesimally differed paths of the family ( )px   on equal footing. In such 
a situation, the single path (world line) description of dynamics is no more tenable. Rather, the 
dynamic passage is to be described with averaged path properties over the family using a 
canonical rule. Subsequent section continues with the description of the nonlocally connected 
paths before elaborating on the canonical evolution property. 
2.1   General description of the nonlocally connected paths  ( )px    
In view of the nonlocal coordination to accomplish minimum radiation loss in the dynamic 
passage, the stationary action principle expressed in (1) is modified for the radiative motion as                 
                                       
         
 2
1
, , ,[( / / ) ( ) / ] 0
recoil
p p p p p p p p
p
c L x d d f x d x d d

  
  
            
                      (1a). 
Left hand side of Eq(1a) represents the canonically averaged action considering all the 
minimally displacing paths,  ( )px  . The path related coefficients pc  are weight factors in the 
averaging. It is to be noted that if the sum over the total differential term under the integral in 
Eq.(1a), namely, 
2
1
,( )p p p
p
c d x




    were absent  the equation leads to the dynamic 
description irrespective of the arbitrarily selected variation boundaries of the analysis. Thus, 
under the stated condition the dynamic passage involving the family of paths is describable 
irrespective of the variations as 
                                        , ,
[ / / ] 0recoilp p p p p
p
c L x d d f                                        (4), 
                                            2 1, ,
[( ) ( ) ] 0p p p p p
p
c x x                                       (4a).  
Eq.(4a) compliments the dynamic description (4). As the minimally displacing paths are qualified 
on the basis of the local-nonlocal interconnections in (3), the recoil force, 
,
recoil
pf  in (4) will 
involve the nonlocal feature.  
Eq. (4a), that compliments the delocalized dynamics, needs elaboration before bringing 
out the characteristics of 
,
recoil
pf . (4a) defines the properties of two space-like boundaries of the 
variation analysis as 
2 1, ,
[( ) ( )p p p p p p
p p
c x c x          boundary (say)  . The summed scalars 
of the two boundaries remain equal irrespective of the boundaries selection in the analysis. The 
scalars can be evaluated by considering initial boundary where the external field approaches 
null so that dynamics converges from finite acceleration to null to represent free motion on that 
boundary surface. At the initial boundary since the particle was executing free motion with 
unique 4-velocity v  irrespective of the paths, the scalar 
1boundary at 
  can be evaluated there as 
10 ,
( )p p p
p
m cv c x  , ( , p = 0 , pm cv , 0m  being particle mass). As the scalar is evaluated in 
proper frame of the particle one finds 
1
2
boundary at 0 ( )p p proper
p
m c c t    .  Noting that all the varied 
paths of free motion can emerge out of the initial boundary synchronously with null pt ,  the 
evaluation will result null value of the scalar. Thus, boundary  attains zero irrespective of the 
boundary selection, that is, 0boundary  .  
For free particle motion, the null value of boundary  is not confined to the boundary, but it 
extends all along the passage since all the paths of family  ( )px   for free particle are 
developed with equal displacement and can remain isochronous all through the passage. In this 
case, velocity remaining the same (namely, v ) irrespective of the paths the evolution property 
can be generally written as 
0 0p p
p
m cv c x   . By changing the infinitesimal variations ( px
 ) 
with the corresponding 4-unit vectors, the free particle evolution corroborates to 0v i  , (
 p
p pi c i
  ). This result shows that free particle evolves maintaining the interconnection of 4-
velocity with the canonically averaged nonlocal characteristics, i . The canonical rule is yet to 
be explored.  Noting that the ratios 
0( / )p pi i

 essentially correspond to the 4-velocity like variation 
coefficients, 
0( /  (say))p p px x w
    , the stated interconnection can be rewritten as  0v w  , 
where w  is canonically averaged nonlocal 4-velocity, 
 p
1
2 p p
w w   ; the half factor in w  
takes care of the pair wise contribution of the paths  ( )px   in the summation. Expressing w  
components as
 
[1, w / ]w c  , the interconnection takes the form: 2v•w = c . Since w  
expresses canonically averaged dispersion property of the paths,  ( )px  , it can be recognized 
as phase velocity in the delocalized dynamics. Considering the interconnection, the relativistic 
limit, v c  gives the lowest limit of phase velocity as w c . The phase velocity being the 
mediator of nonlocal interconnection among the minimally displacing paths,  ( )px   relevant to 
the radiative dynamics, it is pertinent now to explore the canonical rule of the delocalized 
mediation for the dynamic properties. 
The discussion made so far shows that the family of minimally displacing paths have the 
general evolution characteristics, 
,( ) 0p p p boundary
p
w   , on the constant action surfaces of 
the arbitrarily chosen variation boundaries.  
 3. Quantum nature of the canonical energy and momentum  
The evolution characteristics, 
,( ) 0p p p boundary
p
w   , of the family of paths  ( )px   
can be described in the Fourier space as  μk k μ
k=1,2,3
c (t) (k) 0w   , * *k k k k
k k k ¹k
c c =1, c c =0

  . 
Noting that the coefficients kc ’s are all independent, one arrives at the 4-orthogonal connectivity 
in the spectral representation as 
μ
k μ (k) 0w   , 
μ
k k k= [1, / ]w w c . Expressing phase velocity kw  as 
k kw = (ω/k)n , kn k/k , one finds that the spectral coordinates [ω/c,k]k
   maintains 4-
orthogonality with the nonlocal 4-velocity kw

 as 0kw k

  .  Comparison of this orthogonal 
relation with the arrived path evolution property, ( ) 0kw k

  , on the constant action surface of 
the variation boundary, suggests the proportional relationship ( )k k   . The proportional 
representation applies irrespective of the external field and the particle executing dynamics 
under the field. It follows that the proportional constant, , acts as the action unit to express the 
canonical 4-momenta in quantized form.  is thus identified as the universally applicable action, 
the Planck’s constant.    
The above discussion shows that the paths of the family  ( )px   evolve out of the initial 
boundary of variation analysis with the quantized 4-momentum ( )k k
k k
c k c k
     , 
and therefore, with the quantized path action. Considering that the overall energy and 
momentum of the field-particle interaction remains conserved in the evolution, it can be said that 
the radiation when emits also carries quantized 4-momentum.  
 3.1  Eigen function of nonlocal evolution of the field-particle system  
 As discussed already, the nonlocally mediated evolution of the path family,  ( )px   
occurs through coherent exchange of radiation among the dynamic paths that involves 
canonically quantized energy-momentum. In coherent interaction of field and particle the 
exchange is accomplished in virtual modes with no radiation loss/gain at any instant. For 
electrodynamic motion the quantized evolution of the canonical 4-momentum on instant space-
like surface can be expressed as 0 ( / )kk m cv q c A
    , ( k k
k
v c v  ). The spectral 
evolution of matter waves can be rewritten in scalar form considering the unit magnitude of the 
4-velocity ( v ) expressible as 
* 1k k k k
k
c c v v g     . The scalar representation of the matter 
waves is thus given by * 2 2 2 2 2 2
0(2 / ) ( / ) 0k k
k
c c k q c A k q c A m c     

 . The implied wave 
dispersion property, 
2 2 2
0 [ ( / ) ]m c k q c A   , governs the phase velocity ( k(ω/k) w ) and 
group velocity ( dω/dk ) of the matter waves associated with the evolution of the scalar charged 
particle of mass 0m . Under the nonrelativistic limit, the evolution involves insignificantly small 
kinetic energy compared to the proper energy (
2
0m c ). There, the stated dispersion relation can 
be simplified to 
2 2
0 0 0k -   +[ k-( / )A] /2c q m c q c m . The space-time evolution ( ( )x ) 
obtainable by Fourier transformation of the dispersion relation corroborates to unitary property 
conserving the canonical energy-momentum integrally over the volume at any instant. The 
overall unit probability of existence of the particle is maintained by the normalized evolution 
function ( )x . The evolution of matter wave featuring spin can be described by considering the 
spectral velocity components 
kv
  as projections of the Dirac’s bispinor matrices. 
kv
  is 
expressible as 
ka ab kbC C
 , ˆkb k bC c u , 
† † 0ˆ
ka c k acC u c  , ˆau  
( 0,1,2,3a  ) being the base 
components of the bi-spinor space.  
It is necessary to mention here that the dispersion relation expressed above needs 
modification for the additional energy-momentum ( kO

) involved in the virtual exchange of 
radiation in coherent evolution. As an added term to the canonical 4-momentum (
( ) /k S x    ), kO

 remains 4-orthogonal to displacement.  Thus the quantized canonical 
momentum is modified as 0( ) ( / )k kk m cv O q c A
      . The dynamic term 0( )k km cv O
   in 
the quantized 4-momentum having the magnitude of 
2 2 2
0 km c O , an effective mass kM , (
2 2 2
0 /k kM m O c  ), is involved in dispersion of the matter waves.   
It is to be noted that the description of dynamic evolution of micro object as presented 
here is quite similar to that of reported semi-classical approach of Feynman, which is based on 
the summation over the matter wave amplitudes of quantized action on the possible path 
histories [9].     
4.   General description of the radiation recoil force in electrodynamics 
In the dynamic description (4) the recoil 4-force
,
recoil
pf  like the remaining force terms is 
space-like as 
, 0
recoil
p pf v

  . Considering this and also taking note of the dynamic characteristics 
of the minimally displacing paths  ( )px   given in (3), ,recoilpf  can be constructed out of , pv , 
, pv  and , pi  as 
2
, , , , ,( )
recoil
p p p p p pf Ai Bv C v v v        , where, , , , ,p p p pi i v v     ,  
, ,p p pv v i

  . It is to be noted that all the three terms in the product ,
recoil
p pf v

  are individually null. 
Using the characteristics, 
, 0p pi v


  , together with those given in (3) (namely, , , 0p p p pi v i v
 
  
), one writes 
, 0p pi v


  , and 2, ,p p p pi v v v

 
  . Consideration of the fact that the inertial and 
external 4-forces involved in Eq.(4) are local properties and do not have nonlocal components 
adds the dynamic constraint to the recoil 4-force as 
, , 0
recoil recoil
p p p pf i f i
 
 
   . This constraint 
correlates the coefficients A  and  C  as, 
2 2
, ,(1 ) 0p p pA v Cv v     , where use is made of the 
equalities, 
2
, , ,(1 )p p p p pi i i i v
 
  
      . Noting the correlation, 2 2, ,[ / (1 )]p p pA C v v v   , and 
considering the equality, 
2(2 / 3 )C q c , one writes, 
 2 2 2, , , , ,(2 / 3 ) ( )recoilp p p p p p p pf q c v i v v v Bv         , where,  2, ,/ (1 )p p pv v    . By the above 
choice of the parameter C , the conventionally derived recoil 4-force term gets reinstated in 
,
recoil
pf . Further, the consideration that an instant commoving inertial frame can always ensure 
that proper mass is involved in defining the inertial force of a uniformly accelerated charge as 
0 , pm cv , leads to the null value of B .  
Thus the dynamics of accelerated charged particle in the external electromagnetic field 
F  ( A A       ) follows from Eq.(4) as:  
                          
0 , ,( ) ( / ) 0
recoil
p p p p
p
c m cv q c F v f                                (4a), 
where,         2 2 2, , , ,(2 / 3 ) ( )recoilp p p p p p pf q c v i v v v       , 2, ,/ (1 )p p pv v             (5).
                               
 
Eq.(4a) generally describes delocalized dynamics involving the path family. When the paths of 
the family evolve coherently there is no net loss/gain of radiation on instant space-like surface. 
The overall recoil is a null over the surface, that is, 
,( ) 0
recoil
p p
p
c f  , and the evolution occurs 
there entirely with virtual exchange of radiation. With loss of coherency, however, radiation 
emission/absorption is a real one.  
The coherent evolution being described by the wave function, ( ( )x
 ), the delocalized 
description (4a) can be represented by canonically averaged dynamic properties on the instant 
space-like surface as * 3
op
V
P P d x    . opP

 are operators of the 4-force terms involved in 
(4a). Eq.(4a) is therefore rewritten as 
                                       
0 ( / ) 0
recoilm cv q c F v f                                  (6), 
                 2 2 2(2 / 3 ) ( )recoilf q c v i v v v       , 2/ (1 )v v                     (5a). 
The terms in (6) involve operators of v , v  and v . To a first approximation, vop  can be 
expressed by considering Lorentz equation as 
0v ( / )[E - (v / ) H]op opq m c  , where, vop follows 
from 0v [ k - ( / )A]/mk q c . vop  as such is considered as time derivative of vop . 
4.1  Role of nonlocal force in the radiation dynamics  
                       Considering the equality 
2( )v v e e v e       , (
2/e v v   ), one finds that in 
Eq.(6) the conventionally described recoil 4-force, 
2 2( )2 / 3v v v q c   is constituted of the 
normal and binormal components: 
2(2 / 3 )( )q c v e e   and 
2(2 / 3 )q c e , 
2 2( )e v e v v        respectively. 0e e


  , 0e v e v    , (
2e v e v v      ). The 
recoil 4-force presented in Eq.(6) is thus seen to evolve in the hyperspace of 4-normal (e ) and 
4-binormal (
2/e v  ), and the nonlocal feature i  in addition. Further, the external 4-force 
term (say)F v F   having no component along either v

 
or i  ( 0,  0F v v F v i       ), it 
is described in the kinetic hyperplane of normal and binormal components as e eF F F  

  . 
Thus, Eq.(6) is rewritten as  
      
2 2 2
0 ( / )( ) (2 / 3 )( ) (2 / 3 )[ ( )]
e em cv q c F F q c v e e q c e v i      
                              (6a). 
In (6a), the 4-force term, 
2 2(2 / 3 )[ ( )]q c e v i    , like the remaining terms, endorses the 4-
orthogonality, 
2[ ( )] 0i e v i       , because of the correlations, 
2i e v v    , 
2(1 )i i v        
and 
2/ (1 )v v    . After transferring 
eF

 to the RHS of Eq(6a), one finds that the resulting 
equation is constituted of two mutually 4-orthogonal 4-force components: one is along the 4-
normal,  e , while the other lies in the hyperplane of e  and i ; 0,  and 0e e e i
 
 
   .Thus 
from (6a) one writes the two component equations as 
                                  
2
0[ (2 / 3 )( ) ] ( / ) 0
em cv q c v e e q c F                                     (6b),      
                        
2 2 2F (2 / 3) T ( ) (2 / 3) ( )eq q e say q v i   
                                  (6c).  
Eq.(6b) describes the influence of 4-force component 
eF  on the curvature related properties of 
the paths ( )px  . Eq.(6c) expresses the defending property of the nonlocal 4-force, 
2 2(2 / 3) ( )q v i   to sustain coherent evolution against perturbation from the net transverse 
4-force, T , ( 0T [T , T]   ). T  made of the dynamic property ( e ) and the external field 
component 
eF

 develops shear stress at the polarized vacuum field interfacing with the 
accelerated charge. The binormal component,  
2 2/ ( )e v e v v       , expresses torsion 
feature on the polarized interface.   
The external field component 0
eqF  in 0T  being a null the average, 0T , can be 
evaluated using the equality 
2
0 0T (2 / 3)q e , 
2 2
0 0 0( )e v e v v     . The term 0e  in 0e  is 
obtainable by considering the scalar, v v  as 
2 2v v v v e v      . Thus, one gets the 
equality: 
2 2 2
0 v( e v/ / )v e v c v      , (
2 2 1/2
v 0=(1-v / )c v
  ). With the nonrelativistic 
approximation ( v/c<<1), 
0T  works out as  2 2 20 v vT (2 / 3) ( ) 1/ 1 0q v     , for v/c<<1. 
The T  component having the form 
2(2 / 3)eqF q e
  , its evaluation needs the 3-vector 
components, ( 1,2,3)je j  , which can be written as,  de / dt e /c c  . Thus, one writes the 
equality 2 2e /c (e/c v/c)v v     . Using the expression,  
2 2 4 6 2 2 2 3 6(v v) / (v / ) 2(v v) /v c c c       2 4v /c , (for v/ <<1c ), one obtains T  as 
2 3T   (2 / 3 ) veeqF q c

 .   
4.2  Characteristics of nonlocal defense for coherent state   
In eq.(6c), expressing all the i  components with the help of their unit 4-vectors (  ) and 
replacing   as per its definition with 2/ (1 )v v  , the nonlocal 4-force can be written as  
 2 2 2(2 / 3) / 1q v v v     , where, v v i  , / ( )i i i        , and 2(1 )i i v      .  
Thus, (6c) leads to  2 2 2T (2 / 3) / 1q v v v      . 
When perturbation T  is absent, the nonlocal 4-force components are all null and this 
leads to 0gv  , 
2 2/ 1g v v   , ( 0g   for nonzero acceleration). The canonically 
averaged local-nonlocal connection is quite different here as compared to that of the free 
particle case, where averaged v  itself was seen to be a null, that is, 0v v i

   . In free 
particle case the unique 4-velocity interconnects with the canonically averaged nonlocal quantity 
i  in the delocalized evolution as discussed already.  
When
 
T  exists, the above stated local-nonlocal interconnection is not applicable. 
With the development of perturbation T , the nonlocal defense grows up counteracting T  to 
keep up the coherent evolution. But as will be seen below, the counteraction fails beyond a limit 
where the nonlocal stress yields.   
 
4.2.1   Upper limit of nonlocal defense in safeguarding coherent state  
The limit of nonlocal counteraction against the external perturbation can be evaluated by 
considering the right hand side of (6c) for its maximum possible value, which is represented as 
2 2 2
max
(2 / 3)( ) / 1q v v v   . Noting that   is a space-like 4-unit vector, the maximum value 
of the 3-vector,   is taken as unity, that is, max 1  . Considering that the nonlocal property can 
attain its maximum value irrespective of the local property, the upper limit of the nonlocal 
defense against the critical perturbation T
cr
 follows from  2 2 2
max
(2 / 3) 1/ 1 (1/ )q v v  . 
For a given value of 
2v , the value of T
cr
 is thus obtainable by considering maximum v . 
Using the definition, 0 v(i - i•v/ )v v i c

    , max( )v  is approximately expressible as 
0
maxi , (for 
small value of canonically averaged velocity, i.e., v/ <<1c ). Thus, one writes 0max max( ) iv  
and the maximum value of the factor 21/ 1 (1/ )v  in the T cr  expression is 
0 2
max1/ 1+1/(i )
. Thus,   
2
2 2 0 0
max maxT (2 / 3) i / 1+ icr q v . Recalling that  i

 is a space-like unit 4-vector, 
one uses the equality, 
0 2 2(i ) - i 1  , so that T
cr
 is given by   
                            
2 2 0
maxT (2 / 3) (i /i)cr q v                     (6d).  
Eq.(6d) shows that for given values of canonically averaged acceleration, T
cr
 is decided by 
the maximum value, 
0
max(i /i) . Recalling that the canonically averaged ratio, 
0i/i , expresses the 
phase velocity, w  of the matter wave associated with the dynamics ( 0 /w 1c  ), one finds that 
0
max(i /i)  corroborates to minw = c . This together with the consideration of 
2v  as   
2 2 4v /v c , (for v/ <<1c ), leads to                                    
                                    
2 2 4 2 2 4T (2 / 3) (v / ) (2 / 3)(v / )crcr q c q c ,                  (6e).                
(6e) shows that the critical stress value is in fact identical to the magnitude of recoil 
momentum as obtainable from Larmor radiation rate. The critical perturbation arrived on the 
basis of limiting nonlocal defense can be compared now with its expression (6c) which is written 
in terms of the local properties as  2 3T   (2 / 3 ) vee
cr crcr
qF q c

 . This expression 
contains the external field’s contribution ( Feq

), besides the torsion based shear force 
2 3(2 / 3 ) veq c  at the criticality.  Result arrived in (6e), however, shows that the external field’s 
contribution does not explicitly figure in the perturbation that critically overpowers the nonlocal 
defense for field-particle coherence.  It thus suggests that until reaching the stress yielding limit 
the external perturbation is manifesting entirely as the torsion based shear force developing 
across polarized vacuum interface of the charge, which can be expressed as, 
2 3T  (2 / 3 ) ve
cr cr
q c . Magnitude wise this expression when compared with (6e) shows the 
equality, e = v/c . This shows that the perturbation T  corroborates to the above mentioned 
interfacial shear stress from torsion, e . This equality also gives a measure of the recoil 
component, 
2(2 / 3 )( )q c v e e   expressed in Eq.(6b). The scalar 
2(2 / 3)( )q v e  representing 
the recoil magnitude indicates that the recoil component approximately adds the oscillatory 
modification, 
2 3[(2 / 3 )de/dt]eq c  to the inertial force 0vm . ( de/dt  can be represented as the 
canonically averaged value of the periodic sum: 
2de/dt = exp[ t]j j j
j
a i   , 2 2e 1 j
j
a  ).  
The above analysis shows that the torsion based stress, T
cr
 is released along the light 
cone, 
limit
w c (w/ )c . During the stress release the field-particle system evolves incoherently until the 
dynamic state can make changeover to another coherently evolving more stable state with 
spontaneous emission of quantized radiation. Characteristically, the emitted photon energy 
corroborates to the energy difference of the two states. The field-particle system cannot reverse 
back spontaneously by itself following the change of state with the relaxation process. The 
relaxation can be taken to be the result of frictional loss in recoiling of the radiation photon. The 
result in (6e) shows that the critical stress is indeed identical to the rate of recoil momentum due 
to Larmor radiation accompanying with the state change during which the canonically averaged 
acceleration acquires finite value.  The cases where the field-particle system fails to avail 
coherently evolving stable state and instead evolves through nonstationary states, characteristic 
photon emission is not possible and Larmor radiation occurs instead in the dynamic evolution. 
For example, a charge while accelerating under external field passes through states of 
increasing energy and momentum and emits Larmor radiation in the course. In the 
nonstationary evolution, the stress yield continues anyway because of sustained failure of 
nonlocal defense against the external perturbation. Energy relaxation rate in the stress yield 
essentially speaks for the power loss in the frictional recoil of Larmor radiation. 
 
4.2.2      Characteristics of accelerated motion of charge 
The energy-momentum of the accelerating charge in external field grows incoherently 
with incessant relaxation of the interfacial stress across the polarized vacuum interface of the 
charge. The recoil resulting from the emission of Larmor radiation impedes the growth of kinetic 
energy. The extent of impediment can be seen from the power balance expressed in Eq.(6b).  
For canonically averaged representation as expressed in (6b), the power balance follows 
from the energy component equation, namely, 
2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0[ (2 / 3 )( ) ] ( / ) 0
ev q m c v e e q m c F   . 
3 3 3
0 v v 0/ (v•v)/ [ / ] /v d cdt c dK dt m c   , (
2
0K  m v / 2 ), 0e =
2
0 / (e•v)/v v c , ( )v e

   
2 3/ ( v/ ) /d v cdt d dt c   , and 0 E•v/
eF c ; the approximations are shown for v/ <<1c . Thus 
one writes the energy balance as 
2 3( / ) (2 / 3) (v•v) / (E•v)dK dt q c q  .  The scalar, 
(v•v)  is finite in the dynamic evolution of the accelerating charge. Left hand side of the 
energy balance equation shows that the jerk force impedes the growth rate of kinetic energy 
under the external power input. Displacement of the jerk force results in the radiation loss as 
could be noted from its explicit representation as 
2 3 2 2 2 3 2
0(2 / 3 ) (v•v) / (2 / 3 )vq c d K dt q c    , 
2 3
0 0( = 2q /3 )m c ; the radiation loss rate ( R
) is expressed by 
2 3 2(2 / 3 ) vq c . This representation also shows that for a case where average 
displacement of jerk force is a null, the radiation recoil ( /R c ) leads to the kinetic retardation, 
2 2
0 ( / ) /d K c dt . Such will be the case of electrodynamics under a constant electric field. 
There, the canonically averaged acceleration of the charge remains constant and the kinetic 
energy grow uniformly as, ( / ) (E•v)dK dt q .  
The above mentioned energy balance equation shows that kinetic energy growth and 
Larmor radiation loss are supported by the external field. It is important to note that the 
equation, which is based on displacement of the accelerated charge, cannot reflect the energy 
relaxation from stress yield of the incessantly reacting nonlocal defense against the external 
field that drives the field-particle system to evolve through nonstationary states. The evaluation 
of relaxation loss needs further consideration as detailed below.  
 4.2.3      Relaxation loss in decoherence  
The power loss in relaxation of nonlocal stress in critically perturbed evolution of field-
particle system will be estimated by considering the torsion stress, 
2 3T (2 / 3 )v ecr crcr
q c , at 
vacuum interface of the accelerating charge; e  = v /cr cr c . The stress drives the damping internal 
oscillation modes of polarized sphere of effective radius
2 2
0(2 /3 )q m c . Noting that the torsion, 
eCr , is developed by the averaged torque, 
2 2
0 0(2 / 3 )n vrq m c m , across the polarized sphere 
one finds that the stress acts along the canonical plane (e n )r , n r being unit radius vector. 
At an instant, two of the three mutually orthogonal linear harmonic modes of the spherical 
oscillator form the canonically averaged plane. Using standard analytical results one finds that 
energy relaxation through damping of the driven harmonic oscillators occurs at the rate of 
-1 2 2 4 2
0 0 Cr relax(2ς ω ) (2 v /3 ) E (say)m q c  . ς  is damping parameter, which is unity for the critically 
damped oscillation occurring with the characteristic angular frequency 0ω  of the linear 
harmonics. Since within one oscillation period the averaged sweeping length of a mode is four 
times the radial length, 
2 2
0(2 /3 )q m c , one substitutes 0ω  by 2  times the oscillation frequency 
2 3
02 / (8 /3 )q m c
232.5x10 s-1. Noting this one rewrites relaxE as 
6 4 2 11
relax Cr 0E = 8 v /27q m c . This 
power loss is characteristic of decoherence in dynamic evolution and it will be borne ultimately 
by the applied field which critically perturbs the field-particle system to evolve through 
nonstationary states. As mentioned already, the energy relaxation taking place along light cone, 
the relaxed energy with the null chemical potential is transported out of the oscillating sphere of 
the moving charge as blackbody radiation. Under sustained stress on the polarized sphere of 
accelerating charge, the relaxation events occur at the ultra high frequency of 
232.5x10 s-1 with 
uniform distribution over the entire spherical surface. The effective surface area of the sphere 
being 
2 2 2
04 (2q /3 )m c , the emission power density ( dE ) is expressible as 
2 2 2
relax 0E / 4 (2 / 3 )q m c , that is, 
2 4 2 7
d CrE v /6q c . As in blackbody radiation, this power density 
corroborates to the emitting temperature  of 
1/4
d(E / σ)  Kelvin, where, 
2 4 3 2 = k / 60B c  , is the 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( Bk  being Boltzmann constant). The temperature expression is 
rewritten as 
2 4 2 7 3 2 2 4 1/4
rad CrT =[( v /6 c )(60 / k )]Bq c  , and this works out as 
rad Cr BT 1.04[v / 2 k ]c . The estimated thermal relaxation rate from the polarized vacuum 
interface of the accelerated charged particle is thus seen to be quite similar to the reported 
power loss in Hawking’s radiation [10] that is attributed to be in spontaneous formation of 
electron-positron pair by decoherence of vacuum energy at the event horizon of super heavy 
cosmic object. Under high gravitation field of the cosmic object at its event horizon the vacuum 
field decoheres to form the particle-antiparticle pairs thereby emitting the blackbody radiation. 
The presented estimate of the relaxation rate of the accelerated charge is again quite similar to 
Unruh’s result [11] that qualifies the thermal state of surrounding vacuum field as conceived 
from uniformly accelerated frame. Apparently, it is inappropriate to compare the referred result 
with the presented estimate unless one considers that Unruh’s warm surrounding conveys the 
consequence of the characteristic energy relaxation from the uniformly accelerated frame like 
that noted for moving charge as it passes through nonstationary states at uniform acceleration. 
Consideration in this way points to generalized revelation in Unruh’s analysis about accelerated 
objects; charged particle’s case is only a special case.  
The radiation temperature during energy relaxation can be tested with gyrating electron 
in cylindrical penning trap [12], because a radiation temperature as high as 2.4 K is attainable 
there with the practically achievable radial acceleration of 6x1019g, (g is acceleration due to 
gravity). The relaxation will warm up the surrounding inside the trap which is cryogenically 
maintained at subzero Kelvin and the warming effect will be reflected in line broadening in 
quantum jump spectroscopic study of spin states of the gyrating electron [12].  
4.2.4      Nonlocal restraint on acceleration runaway in electrodynamics 
It is noteworthy from Eq.(6e) that the relaxing stress T
cr
in decoherence has its 
magnitude 2 40(2 v / 3 )Crq m c  times the value of the inertial force ( 0vCrm ). It suggests that if the 
charge acceleration exceeds the value, 
2 4 -1
0(2 / 3 )q m c 4.8x10
31m.s-2, the relaxing shear force 
dominates over the inertial property of the accelerating charge restraining thereby acceleration 
runaway. The external field energy is then diverted to the relaxation channel instead of 
manifesting as the increasing kinetic energy of the charge. Under the abrupt withdrawal of 
external field, the relaxation takes over to decay the finitely attained acceleration within the 
characteristic oscillation time of the polarized sphere of the moving charge (
2 3
0 0= 2q /3m c ~ 
6.2x10-24s). This shows that the runaway problem reportedly encountered in the conventional 
electrodynamics has little significance. 
At the limiting acceleration of 4.8x1031m.s-2, the relaxation loss ( 6 4 2 11relax Cr 0E = 8 v /27q m c ) 
as compared with Larmor radiation loss ( R ) is about 22 percent.  Recalling that the power 
density in the relaxation channel is expressible as 
2 4 2 7
d CrE v /6q c , the relaxation temperature 
at the limiting acceleration corresponds to about 1x1011 K. The relaxation would compare with 
the Larmor loss at an acceleration of 8.5x1031 m.s-2 and temperature of 3.4x1011K. These results 
will have significance in understanding the thermodynamic state of a cosmic system as it 
undergoes spontaneous symmetry breaking process with manifestation of ultrahigh energies.  
 
5.        Summary and conclusion  
This study formulates electrodynamics considering the additional requirement of 
minimizing self field loss as radiation in order that the charge particle completes its dynamic 
passage with optimal use of power from applied field. The formulation reveals that classical 
description on a world line does not ensure meeting the requirement. The requirement is met 
only by delocalized description of dynamics involving a bunch of stationary action paths that 
coherently coordinate to accomplish their minimum displacement in the passage and therefore 
lead to a minimum loss of radiation energy. The coherent coordination among the minimally 
displacing paths is shown to be mediated by the nonlocal action with unitary evolution 
characteristics to govern incessant exchange of quantized energy-momentum in the field-
particle interaction. The dynamic observables are understood by canonical averaging of their 
delocalized existence in the evolution. The derived electrodynamics involves, besides the 
conventional forces, the additional one that has nonlocal characteristics and that counteracts 
perturbation from transverse force components of external field. The nonlocal stress incessantly 
manifests to defend coherent interaction of field and particle against the perturbing shear stress 
across the polarized vacuum interface of the accelerating charge. The nonlocal defense 
however fails as the perturbation crosses a critical limit to result in yield of the defending stress 
and loss of coherence in the field-particle interaction. The yielded stress relaxes as blackbody 
like radiation from the vacuum field interface of the charge. During stress yield the field-particle 
system evolves incoherently until the dynamic state can make changeover to a coherently 
evolving stable state with spontaneous emission of quantized radiation. The changeover state 
unlike the initial one defends the prevailing perturbation. The cases where the field-particle 
system fails to avail coherently evolving state and instead evolves through nonstationary states 
under sustained perturbation, Larmor radiation occurs as noted in classical electrodynamics.  
Acceleration provides measures for the critically relaxing stress with the loss of 
coherence. It is shown to be representing frictional force imparted by the recoil action of Larmor 
radiation. The stress is insignificantly small unless the acceleration is exceptionally high. The 
stress equates with the inertial force of the accelerating charge at the ultra high acceleration of 
4.8x1031m.s-2 beyond which the relaxing stress of the nonlocal defense does not allow the 
growth of the inertial force; any attempt of increasing kinetic energy fails because of the 
relaxation. Attainment of the limiting acceleration suggests that the reportedly encountered 
runaway problem in the conventional electrodynamics has little significance. Under abrupt 
withdrawal of external field, the finitely attained acceleration reduces to null value within the 
characteristic oscillation time  (~ 6.2x10-24s).  
The ab-initio formulation besides addressing acceleration runaway problem of 
electrodynamics has led to several spinoffs. It proves the quantized energy-momentum 
evolution property in dynamics, provides basic tenet of delocalized evolution in coherent 
dynamics establishing rational behind coherence and decoherence in evolution. It reveals that 
energy relaxation perpetually associates with the decoherence and quantifies the relaxation 
rate. Hawking and Unruh radiations could be reasonably understood as offshoot of  
decoherence and relaxation in nonstationary evolutions, be it particle-antiparticle formation in 
pairs at event horizon, or, observer’s frame acceleration. Energy relaxation in decoherence is 
extendable to macro-motions to address frictional damping.  
The presented classical formulation on the whole scores over the axiomatic approach in 
describing the microscopic dynamics. Though the description is made primarily with 
electrodynamics, it is generally applicable to other dynamics.     
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